Let’s Learn M ore A bout

Baby birds can be split into three categories:
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Tw o parents, tw o jobs.
Raptors can have different way s to care for
their y oung but in most species both the
female and male help. The female is the
caretaker. She keeps the chicks warm,
shields them from the sun, and protects them
from predators. The male provides the food,
not just to the chicks but to occasionally to
the female too. In science, we call this
asymmetrical parental investment.

If y ou lov e the m, the n leav e them!	
  	
  
If a baby bird is on the ground, hopping around, and has feathers
(and may be some fluffy down feathers), then it is a fledgling. It is on
the ground to strengthen their flight muscles so it can eventually fly .
The parents should still be around and will feed them. Leave the
fledgling alone unless it is in immediate danger.
If a baby bird is mainly covered in fluffy down feathers, then it is
a nestling. If y ou find one on the ground the best thing to do is
gently put the bird back in the nest and leave it there.
Contrary to popular belief, birds do not have a great sense of smell
and touching the baby will not stop the parents from caring for it.
Don’t see a nest, or can’t reach it
because it is too high? Then make a
nest! Place a sturdy basket with
ample drainage somewhere lower
in the nest tree or in a nearby
tree. A fter it is secure, add bedding
(like leaves and pine straw) then
place the baby inside of it.

How can YOU help?
Found a baby raptor that is INJURED?
CALL CAROLINA RAPTOR CENTER!
(704) 875-6521 x 111
Between
injured or orphaned
raptors are
brought
to to the side)
don’t
have800-1,000
good periphery
vision (being
able
to see
Carolina Raptor Center's Jim A rthur Raptor M edical Center each y ear.
Credit for this large number belongs to people in our community who
care enough to take action w hen they see an injured bird.

Lov e at first sight.	
  	
  
Birds learn what kind of animal they are by visual cues.
They identify w ith the parent that feeds them. This is
called imprinting, which is vital for wild birds. It
teaches the babies what their mate should look like
when they grow up. It also teaches them to understand
appropriate behaviors for their species.

Staff getting ready to feed.

Baby ’s view when feeding.

Baby birds can imprint on humans if humans care for
them and feed them when the babies fall
out of the nest.
Credit: Thomas O’Neil
This imprinting can’t be reversed. The babies cannot
learn the appropriate behaviors it needs to survive on
its own in the wild. Ty pically these birds are rejected by
others of their species because they don’t know how to
communicate properly .
Want to see how we avoid having the birds
imprint on humans while they are being cared
for at CRC? Search online for “Carolina Raptor
Center Baby Barred Owl Feeding” to see a video
of our staff in action!

Game: M atch the M omma
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Print the nex t page.
2. Cut each card out.
3. M ix up the cards.
4. Placing each one upside down in row s.
5. Each play er will take turns flipping over tw o cards.
6. If the two cards are the same kind of bird, the play er will keep
the cards.
7. If they aren’t the same kind of bird, flip them back over in the
same spot.
8. W hoever has the most pairs at the end, wins!
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